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In the "Wasteland", Lola, a fierce and resilient woman with a resolve fortified by a lifetime of survival

on her own, must journey across the nuclear-decimated United States in order to find the family that

was taken from her. As her quest for the truth begins, Lola uncovers the true inhumanity of the

Apocalypse, as those who seek to hold power in a new frontier will do so at all bloody

costs--including her life!
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Like my review title says, the artwork is beyond gorgeous! I think Siya Oum is my new favorite artist,

even over Jim Lee! And seeing as anyone who knows anything about comics knows who Jim Lee is

and how amazing his artwork is, to have Siya Oum impress me more . . . well, that's saying

something. ;)As a comic writer, Siya Oum has truly outdone herself. Her plot was perfectly paced,

rarely confusing (there were parts where further clarification in future issues will need to be

addressed), really heartwarming, and at the same time (SPOILER alert!) heartbreakingly

devastating at the end.Her story made me think of exciting fantasy stories like Lord of the Rings

(vaguely, but still reminded me a little bit), as well as modern FBI or secret agent shows or even

well-written superhero shows, where everyone is trying to find XXX person and everybody is always

in the wrong spot at the wrong time and everybody is always too late to save XXX person. Truly a

fantastic read! I could never quite guess what was going to happen next.(On a side note, the

Carnies and the Carnival really reminded me of Dick Grayson [DC's first Robin/now Nightwing] and



the Circus he was a part of as a kid.)And then, of course, there's Siya Oum's artwork . . . Let's just

say that I had to wait a whole two-three months to finally get this book from the moment I first saw

and was interested in buying it and reading it. This book was worth those long months of waiting.

Her artwork is STUNNING! The colors are absolutely gorgeous and her lineart is far above par. Her

renditions of the characters was amazing and her ability to so accurately and perfectly capture their

thoughts and emotions in their body language and facial expressions was unmatched.If this book

was priced at $30 instead of $15 and I knew it still looked the same, I would not hesitate to pay that

price. You can't put a price on such beauty. I am truly blown away. This book is my new little

treasure. :)

Beautiful comic, stunning artwork. This book is such a treat for the eyes. I have been getting the

single issues but I knew I just had to have the full Vol 1 when I saw it was coming out. The lovely

Siya Oum has created a masterpiece here that stands up tall next to the other great comics of our

time.Can't wait for more!

Story was convoluted and made no sense. Drawing/artwork were top notch.

its a fun ride

Its so good to see talented young artists keeping this medium alive when so many are going into

other art forms like animation and video game design. This book is a great read and a terrific sign

that the future remains bright for comic book enthusiast's.
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